
English 11°- 1p- 2018

1 Donde puedes leer estos anuncios.
 

Please, choose the one you want to read.

On a board.

On a computer.

 On a bookcase.

2 Donde puedes leer estos anuncios.
 

New toys: Green monsters, angry dolls, and black helicopters

In a house.

In a shop.

In a café shop .

3 Donde puedes leer estos anuncios.
 

visitors must report to security

 

In a park.

 In a company.

In a gas station.



4 Donde puedes leer estos anuncios.
 

Supersaver tickets cannot be used on Friday.

 

On an airplane.

In a train station.

 In a bank.

5 Interpreta la imagen y selecciona la respuesta correcta.

The icons in the image correspond to:

 

 

 

Web application.

 Social networks.

Text commands.



6 Interpreta la imagen y selecciona la respuesta correcta.
 

The image represent :

The history.

 A story.

The evolution.



7 Interpreta la imagen y selecciona la respuesta correcta.
This is a___________ sign.

 

 

 

Family meeting.

 Assembly point.

 Here point.



8 Interpreta la imagen y selecciona la respuesta correcta.
This advisory means.

 

 

 Obstacles in the road.

Rocks on the road.

Obstacles on the road.

9 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
Feeling, expressing, or causing great pleasure and happiness.

 Happy.

Joyful.

Sad.

10 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
 

The state of being inferior in quality or insufficient in amount.

 

 Sadness.

Poverty.

Health.



11 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
 

Transforming our Food Systems to Transform our World

Gender.

Sanitation.

Zero hunger.

12 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
The quality of being just; righteousness, equitableness, or moral rightness.

 Justice.

 Peace.

Life.

13 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
A person who manufactures, sell or arranges footwear.

Footwear.

Bricklayer.

 Shoes marker.

14 Elige la palabr/a correcta para la descripción.
Nylons, panty house, tight, hosiery, hose, leotards Knee-highs.

Stockings.

 Knickers.

 Slippers.

15 Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

May I see your ID please?
Of course, I´m my father’s son

What do you need my ID for?

 Definitively I. can vote without it.



16 Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.

What were you doing there?

I was teaching Spanish to foreigners

I were practicing my martial arts.

We was in a middle of a project.

17 Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.
When shall we meet?

We will meet yesterday.

I won´t find you at the bar

What about Friday evening.

18 Elige la respuesta que complete la conversación.
 Has she been to the doctor?

Yes, we´ll go to the doctor next Friday and then we´ll go shopping.

Doctor Becker said it was the flu and he prescribed her rest and some pills.

he prescribed her some pills.

19 Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the
United Nations. The br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to
achieve. The total number of targets is 169. The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and
economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger, health, education,
climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development" or 2030 Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG
framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and "developing" nations. Instead,
the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

19____

By

 For

 Around

[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals


20
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

20____

has

have

had

21
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

21____

poverty

gender

peace

22
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

22____

equality.

 services.

health.

[2]

[2]

[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals


23
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

23___

knew

know

known

24 C
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

 

Completa el espacio:

 

24____

 

us

your

our

[2]

[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals


25
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

25____

to

by

around

26
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

26____

on

in

at

[2]

[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals


27
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

27____

do

does

did

28
Completa el texto con la respuesta correcta.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a collection of 17 global goals set __19__ the United Nations. The
br/oad goals are interrelated though each __20____ its own targets to achieve. The total number of targets is 169.
The SDGs cover a br/oad range of social and economic development issues. These include____21____, hunger,
health, education, climate,change,____22____, water, sanitation, energy, environment and social justice. The SDGs
are also__23_____ as "Transforming ___24__ World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" or 2030
Agenda in short.  The goals were developed __25__ replace the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which
ended _26___2015. Unlike the MDGs, the SDG framework__27___ not distinguish _____28_____ "developed" and
"developing" nations. Instead, the goals apply to all countries.

Completa el espacio:

28____
between

among

again

[2]

[2]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_supply
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanitation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_protection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_justice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_Development_Goals#cite_note-:3-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium_Development_Goals

